
HINDI DUTY BELT S.A.F.E.T.Y. SYSTEM
Training Course Outline

Presentation by Instructor-Trainer Officer Robert Hindi 

Who Should Attend?
Any law-enforcement patrol officer, training officer or administrator who, without a 
doubt, seeks to expand his or her knowledge surrounding a proven, more realistic 
approach to officer safety and enhanced officer survival techniques.

What Will This Class Do for Me or My Officers?
This class will provide the most up-to-date survival information related to duty belt 
equipment placement.  It is guaranteed to make you or your officers safer, faster and 
more effective than ever before…increasing equipment accessing capabilities by 50 
percent…or more!  It will therefore, increase an officer’s escalation and the escalation of 
force options and alternatives, decrease department liability and create a more confident 
officer in any situation which will ultimately enhance that officer’s overall chance of 
survival.

Course Outline Overview - (Approx- 8 hours):
 Officer Robert Hindi will give a very in-depth presentation, demonstrating the numerous, 
never before seen, combative applications of the Hindi Duty Belt (S.A.F.E.T.Y) system. 
This training will deal with the integration of the belt system with current “defensive 
tactics” programs, especially those that focus on close quarter combat and “sudden 
assaults” in confined spaces and hostile environments. 

Synopsis-
This overall presentation will include in-depth lecture and demonstration, case study and 
research, factual information and multimedia audiovisual presentation of real “life or 
death” encounters caught on tape for review and discussion, including physical hands-on 
class participation. Attendees will witness and participate in numerous, never before seen 
or considered, multi-equipment deployment capabilities that the Hindi Duty Belt (Safety) 
System has to offer. Any and all questions, concerns and/or problems as it relates to belt 
equipment or their specific placement on the duty belt will be addressed in an open 
format. It will show the necessity and importance of maximum two-handed equipment 
accessibility and employment in a moment’s notice.

(DAY 1)
The first half of this course, through *lecturer, demonstration and class participation, 
will specifically address, the numerous safety & survival related issues concerning  duty 
dealt equipment and the proper placement and positioning of all the life-saving 



equipment, carried on police officers duty belts today i.e. Firearm, Magazines, Baton, 
Taser, OC, Handcuffs, Radio and Pack Mic and keepers.

Attendees will examine and discuss all the tactical advantages and disadvantages of all 
current duty belt equipment and placement, as well as the traditional minded methods and 
methodologies of their realistic deployment capabilities from the duty belt. 

Trainers and officers will  make a full examination and assessment of their own tactical 
duty belts capabilities, which in turn, will challenge them to re-evaluate and re-consider, 
from a tactical perspective, just where exactly, is the best place for each piece of 
equipment on the belt and most importantly…  Why?

Additionally, all belt equipment, their respective arrangements, tactical methodologies, 
and usage will be put to the test, in relation to realistic combat. The elements of surprise 
is everything in combat, so attendees will thoroughly evaluate the many different belt 
setups and types of equipment used, as it relates to their own realistic access and speed of 
deployment. They will then be shown how to make a heavy-duty belt safety system work 
for them as it relates to their current training systems and methodologies.

Additional topics

*Complete overview of the “Hindi Duty Belt Safety System” from a scientific and 
tactical perspective

· Existing duty belt equipment placement problems and solutions
· Safety rule-how to properly test and evaluate your own duty belt system
· How to be safer, faster, more effective and tactically efficient with your 

equipment through proper equipment placement and positioning
· Preventing office or injury and department liability
· Analyze all tactical and survival related issues surrounding duty belt equipment
· Expecting the unexpected through preparation
· Simultaneous equipment deployment capabilities and techniques
· Escalating and  deescalating force faster and more effectively
· Complete baton equipment analysis and comparison from a tactical perspective
· What baton length is best and how to test it
· What is the most important safety feature of a baton
· How to enhance” are compact and overall effectiveness by- incorporating two-

handed equipment access

(DAY 2)  - (Optional)
The second half of this course will be *physical. We will address, cover and train all the 
tactics and techniques demonstrated and discussed in the first half of this course 



*Safety discussion

*Preparation- warm-up and stretching exercises 

* Address physically all the combative applications of the “Hindi duty belt” system in 
sudden assault

*Chronologic equipment review

*Bridging the belt system – making it work for you

*Secrets to safer, faster, more effective equipment deployment

* Simultaneous equipment deployment capabilities and techniques

*Participate in the best tactical techniques available that will work on most of the 
suspects most of the time?

*Training drills and exercises which will maximize combative applications 

*Predator/ prey concept

*Hindi Pat-down /Cuffing technique

Additional Topics of This Presentation Will Include:

* Identifying the key to your survival

*The (S.A.F.E.T.Y.) rule concept

*Expecting the unexpected 

* Myths concerning police combat

*Control verses “out of control” dynamics

*Science vs. opinion in the evolution of “officer safety”

*Tradition vs. safety

*Traditional mindset vs. tactical mindset regarding equipment usage and function



*Solutions to existing duty belt equipment placement and positioning problems 

*How to maximize your safety, speed and efficiency on the street

* Complete review of all tactical and survival related issues surrounding duty belt equip.

*Complete baton equipment comparison and analysis 

*Demonstration and comparison of the safest, fastest most effective baton in law    
enforcement today

*Smoother escalation and the escalation of all “use of force” responses.

*Duty belt configurations and encourages from this point on…

In Conclusion:

Upon completion, all participants will leave with a clear understanding of where the best 
place and position for their equipment should be and leave fully convinced of its 
effectiveness.  Officers will be more confident and proactively alert in evaluating and 
selecting any piece of equipment surrounding their duty belt. They will have a thorough 
knowledge of existing tactical problems and how this system addresses and easily.  
Participants will leave fully convinced as to why this tactical system is the most superior, 
ever developed for law enforcement today.

All tactical and medical research studies and documentation from a scientific and tactical 
perspective will be available for review along with, life-saving testimonials and 
evaluations from today’s top trained “use of force” experts and litigation consultants 
worldwide.
 
The aforementioned training will be provided according to the attached agreement.  The 
above content may be slightly modified based upon the facilities, equipment made 
available, levels of audience participation, and/or time constraints.  Please feel free to 
contact me, Officer Robert Hindi, for a personal, more detailed account or explanation of 
the course or content or with any other questions, suggestions or comments you may 
have.

For additional information regarding training or equipment purchases, contact:

Officer Robert C. Hindi
Cell #   (702)-279-8133
Email:  Batoncap@aol.com                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                
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